James Brunetto’s Newly Released “Pathway To Promise: Learning To Overcome” is an Inspiring Manual that Empowers Believers to Fear No Evil

“Pathway To Promise: Learning To Overcome” from Christian Faith Publishing author James Brunetto is a compelling handbook that trains Christians in the way of David and Jesus—that is, as an overcomer empowered by God’s promise to go against the greatest odds and come out victorious.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) February 18, 2019 -- “Pathway To Promise: Learning To Overcome”: a guide to toppling Goliath, is the creation of published author James Brunetto, a pastor, teacher, and credentialed minister with the Assemblies of God for twenty-five years of service leading local churches.

“Have you ever felt stuck?” Brunetto asks. “Have you ever felt as though there are more of God’s promises to be had but something keeps you from moving toward them? It’s a place in life where your God-given goals, dreams, and desires seem unobtainable, a place where growth has ceased and you can’t seem to get past the plateau of complacency or mediocrity. Whether it’s in your marriage, your career, your church, or ministry, there are always new levels of life, faith, and ministry that God wants us to experience. We must understand however, that our journey to the promises of God will not be an easy one. As Christians, we have been placed on a Pathway to Promise; but the enemy will do everything in his power to steal, kill, and destroy our ability to move forward on this path and reach our promises.”

“Pathway to Promise first looks at the early days of the life of David. As we take an in-depth look at the epic battle between David and Goliath, we will see certain principles established in his life that allowed him to live the life of an overcomer, and it will teach us how to overcome the enemy that continually stands between us and the promises of God. We will also explore the principles displayed early in Jesus’s life that allowed him to move in power as he did. Our pathway to promise ultimately leads us to heaven, but God’s will is for us to bring as many people as possible with us. In the second half of this book, we will use the early days of Jesus’s life and ministry as an outline in discovering how we too can Move in Power as Christ calls us. David’s life teaches us to overcome the enemy that comes against us, but Jesus’s life teaches us to overcome the enemy that comes against others.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, James Brunetto’s new book is a practical guide designed to help believers understand that struggles in life are the result of a battle of spiritual forces.

With powerful lessons drawn from inspiring moments of divine victory in the Bible, Brunetto fires up the reader to overthrow the evil forces that tirelessly try to keep them from the life-giving promises of God.

View a synopsis of “Pathway To Promise: Learning To Overcome” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Pathway To Promise: Learning To Overcome” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Pathway To Promise: Learning To Overcome”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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